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My VISION FOR XAVIER
"My vision for Xavier is simple. What 1 want most of all is
that a Xavier education be ofsuch quality that each and every
graduate will say: 'I received an absolutely superb education
at Xavier. 1 could not have received a finer education any-
where in the world.' 1 want every Xavier graduate to say: 'I
know that 1 am intellectually, morally and spiritually pre-
pared to take my place in a rapidly changing global society
and to have a positive impact on that society - to live a life
beyond myself for other people.' "
James E. HajJ S.j.
President
XazJier University
XAVIER UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Michael J. Conaton '55 (Chairman)
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Richard W. Bollman,S.].
Sr. Myra James Bradley, S.C.
Gordon F. Brunner '65
Daniel P. Burnham '68
Victoria B. Buyniski Gluckman
Luke J. Byrne, S.J.
Robert H. Castellini
Thomas G. Cody
Robert A. Conway '49
John P. Daly, S.J.
GeraldJ. DeBrunner '59
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Vincent H. Beckman '38
University Counsel
James E. Bundschuh
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Michael J. Graham,S.].
Executive Assistant to the President
Charles P. Gallagher '60
Jerry A. Grundhofer
Louise A. Head '86
James E. Hoff, S.J.




Robert J. Kohlhepp '71
David A. Kohnen
Lawrence A. Leser '57
Ralph S. Michael III
OFFICERS OF THE UNNERSITY
James E. Hoff, S.J.
President
J. Richard Hirte
Vice President for Financial Administration
J. Leo Klein,S.]. '55
Vice President for Spiritual Development
Thomas P. O'Donnell Jr. '53
Joseph A. Pichler
Edwin J. Rigaud
Joseph L. Rippe '72
John P. Schlegel, S.J.
Thomas J. Shanahan, 5.J.
Paul G. Sittenfeld
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J. Philip Vollmer '67
Jeffrey P. von Arx, S.J.
Thomas L. Williams
Anne Maddux Zaring
John F. Kucia '72
Administrative Vice President
Gary R. Massa '84
Vice President for University Relations
Ronald A. Slepitza
Vice President for Student Development
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE STAGE PARTY
Sylvia A. Bessegato
Associate Vice President for Student Development
James D. Brodzinski




Associate Vice President for Spiritual Development




Thomas J. Cunningham '92




Associate Vice President for Technology Services
Neil R. Heighberger
Dean College of Social Sciences
Thomas P. Kennealy, S.J.
· Associate Dean Arts and Sciences and Social Sciences
· Paul L. Lindsay Jr. '56
· Assistant to the Vice President for University Relations
Kathleen M. Riga
Assistant Vice President for Human Resources
Janice B. Walker
Dean College of Arts and Sciences
Michael A. Webb
Dean Williams College of Business
5usan G. Wideman '84
Dean Center for Adult & Part-time Students
Carol L. Winkelmann
Co-Chair Faculty Committee
Jo Anne L. Young
Director University Libraries
Date indicatesyear ofgraduation from Xavier University
COMMENCEMENT ExERCISES
PROCESSIONAL
Pomp and Circumstance, Edward W. Elgar
Rondeau, Jean Joseph Mourer
The Marching Song, Edward Solomon
GRAND MARSHAL
Don J. Cosgrove
Professor Department of Psychology
Faculty Marshals
Candidates for Degrees








Vice President Academic Affairs
POSTING OF COLORS




Sr. Myra James Bradley, S.C.
Campus Minister and Member Board of Trustees
INTRODumON OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES
James E. Bundschuh
WELCOMING REMARKS
James E. Hoff, S.].
President







CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
James E. Hoff, S.J.
Candidates flr Honorary Degrees will be presented by
members ofthe Board of Trustees
Robert J. Kohlhepp, Presenter
Richard H. Finan
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa
Louise A. Head, Presenter
Nathaniel R. Jones




PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
James E. Bundschuh
Janice B. Walker, Dean
Neil R. Heighberger, Dean
Michael A. Webb, Dean
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
James E. Hoff, S.J.
READER
J. Leo Klein, S.J.
Vice President Spiritual Development
INCIDENTAL MUSIC
(to permit graduates to return to their places)
ALMA MATER XAVIER
(inside back cover)
Led by Kathryn Else and Matthew Steele
Class of 2000
BENEDICTION
Michael J. Graham, S.J.
Executive Assistant to the President
RECESSIONAL













































































































































































































































Dr. Janice B. Walker, Dean
Mary Beth Kazy

















































































































































David Michael Joseph Sauvageau
Cum Laude
Matthew Mark Savoti























Philip George von Furstenberg
Brandon Charles Warstler
Alexis Danielle Washington
Dwuan Lydell Watson Jr.
Andrew Joseph Weiss






































































































Natalie Katherine Cecilia Siegrist
Latony Rae Smith










































































































































































































































B.A., Cum Laude, Franciscan University
Nicole D. Lewandowski
English
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Siena Heights College
Michael Niederhausen
English
B.A., College of Mount St. Joseph
Kathleen E. O'Hara
English











B.S.B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University




B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Leon Arthur Chartrand
Theology




B.A., Thomas More College
John F. Feister
Theology



















B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University
Erin Page
Theology






































































































































































































































































































































































































































BA. With Honor. Ohio University
janet Dooley Castellini
Psychology
B.S.N., College of Mount 51. Joseph
M.S.. University of Cincinnati
Melissa Ann Foti
Psychology .
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Wright State University .
Dawn Kristine Fox
Psychology
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of Toledo
Shannon Courtney Hudson
Psychology




B.A., Cum Laude, University of North Carolina
Cynthia Patricia Van Keuren
Psychology
BA, Magna Cum Laude, Muskingum College
Tobias Christian Weiss
Psychology




BA. Summa Cum Laude. Thomas More College
Stacie Anne DeArmy
Psychology
BA. Northern Kentucky University
Meghan Maude Eberle
Psychology
BA. Cum Laude, Wittenberg University
Jennifer Elizabeth Lewis
Psychology
B5 B. Miami University
Mav 4. 2000





BA, Cum Laude, Denison University
Chad Wesley Fiedler
Psychology
B.S., Cum Laude, Ohio University
Penelope Ivette Chavez-Frigon
Psychology
B.S., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Jennifer L. Grieme
Psychology






BA, Magna Cum LaUde, Beliarmine College
Catherine Lynne Krieg
Psychology
B.S., Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University
Shelly Madison
Psychology
B.A., The Ohio State University
Douglas David Moll
Psychology






B.A., San Diego State University
Kathryn Elizabeth Saum
Psychology
B.A., The Ohio State University
Jacqueline Andrea Scheff
Psychology










B.S., Cum Laude, The Ohio State University
Lisa Ann Steele
Psychology








M.S., University of Hartford
Anastasia Tassopoulos
Psychology
B.S., The Ohio State University
Monica Sue Wood
Psychology








B.S., East Tennessee State University
V. Lee Bleh
Criminal Justice






BA, University of Toledo
David W. johnston
Criminal Justice















B.A., Wright State UniversIty
Alan Kent Swayne Jr.
Criminal Justice
B.S., University of Dayton
Michael William Townley
Criminal Justice
B.A., Thomas More College
Ronald Eugene Van Nuys
Crim'lnal Justice
B.S., Park College


















A.B., Cum Laude, University of Georgia
J.D., University of Notre Dame
Robert Kirk Wo!terman
B.S., University of Cincinnati
December 16. 1999
Yousuf Jamal Ahmad
B.B.A., Eastern Kentucky University




























B.A., University of Evansvilie
May 4. 2000
Michael Frederick Galvin













John Herbert Vital IV
B.B.A., Marshall University
M,B.A., Xavier University
Anne Marie Lynch Wienkamp
















B.S.N., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Joseph Michael TorokJr.
B.S.N., University of Cincinnati
Patricia Ann Williams




B.A., Case Western Reserve University
M.A., University of Wyom'lng
Mary Beth Baker
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Joy Faye Ball
B.A., Miami University
B.A., Wright State University
Julie Anne Baur
B.S., Cum Laude, Vanderbilt University
Susan M. Bende










B.S.E., Magna Cum Laude, Miami University
Jason E. Buelterman
B.A., With Honors, University of Cincinnati
Lisa Louise Byrne
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Stacey Satterfield Camp
B.A., Wilmington College











B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Diana Renee Connley
B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Tracy B. Cooper
B.A., Cum Laude, Denison University
Stephanie Irene Cope
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Ronald Henry Corradini
B.A., Cum Laude, College of Mount St. Joseph
Bryan Edward Dansberry
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Samantha Bay Daugherty












BA, The Ohio State University
Sharon Denise Drummer
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
M.S, University of Cincinnati
Sherwin Quintanilla Ealy II
B.S., East Carolina University
Nicole Ann Eilers
B.A., University of Kentucky
Christel Ellen Fansler








B.S., Eastern Kentucky University
Clara Christine Frentsos
B.S., Xavier University
Susan Mac Kercher Froelke
B.S., Miami University
M.B.A., Xavier University
T risha L. Funk










B.A., College of Mount St. Joseph
Sarah Shirley Marie Halloran
BA, Miami University
Jamie Elizabeth Hamilton














B.S., Long Island University
Tamas Karpati
B.S., Budapest University of Economic Science
Linda Fabbri Keithley
B.A., Mount Saint Mary College
Martin Peter Keller J r.
B.A., University of Wisconsin
M.S., Western Maryland College
Susan Michele Kelley
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Karen Lee Kirby
B.S., University of Kentucky
Kellee Margaret Lawler
B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University
Lani Geneene Mathews
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Patricia Ann McMillan
B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University
Carrie Lyn Messmer
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Rebecca Ann Meyer
B.S.Ed., With Honor, Ohio University
19
Ann Marie Meyers
B.A., With High Honor, Michigan State University
Angela Marie Mitchell
B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Hal Bruce Morgan
B.S., University of Maryiand
Molly Hincldey Mullee
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Kathleen Ann Murphy
B.S., Wayne State University
Rita Miller Murray




B.F.A., Savannah College of Art Design
James Jeffrey O'Neil






















B.S., Eastern Kentucky University
Nancy Lynn Robinson











B.A., The Ohio State University
Jill Kristin Schellman
BA, John Carroll University
Susan Maria Schneider
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, College of Mount St.
Joseph
Sally Ann Schoellman
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University
Mary Ann Schuerman




B.M., Southeast Missouri State University
Marcia Lynn Scott
B.BA, Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Gregory Louis Searcy
B.L.A., University of Louisville
Jessica Margo Serger






B.S.B.A" Central State University
Laura Ann Stevens
BA, Wilmington College
Donald Victor Stevenson III
BA, Carleton University
Robert William Sturdevant
BA, University of Cincinnati
Debi Lyn Sullivan
B.S., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Manuel Susarret
BA, College of New Rochelle
Cynthia Ann Szymanski
BA, Summa Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati:
David Paul Thomas






BA, Thomas More College
Kimberly Ann Visse








B.S" University of Illinois
December 16, 1999
Melinda Y. Abbott
A.B., Morehead State University
Jill Allison Benken
B.S., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Stacy Rolfe Bird
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of Toledo
Carolyn Dansby Blackburn
B.A., University of Louisville
Diane S, Bowling
BA, Northern Kentucky University
Christina Lynn Breedlove
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
William Scott Breeze






8.S., University of Cincinnati
Dorothy Jane Clark




B.A., Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University
Jennifer Anne Drott
8.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Cathy Sue Dunlevy
8.S., Northern Kentucky University
Nancy Clare Flickinger





B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University
'Tamara Lyn n Frey
8.S.Ed., Miami University
Susan Martha Gibson
8.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
20
Tracie L. Gooley
8,S.Ed., With Honor, Ohio University
Kimberly Lynn Holmes
B,S.Ed., Central Missouri State University
Jennette Diane Horton
B.S.Ed., Cum Laude, Miami University
Christine Ann Kleiner
A.B., College of Mount 51. Joseph
Thomas Edward Knueven
B.M., Cum Laude, Miami University
Kimberly Lynn Kohlhepp




B.A" Cum Laude, 8erea College
Gregg Allen Lindle




A.B., Thomas More College
Peter Rolf Mehler
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Lori Annette Miller
B.B.A., University of Notre Dame
Sarah Elizabeth Miller
B.A., Cum Laude, Kenyon Coilege
Michael Ryan Niemeyer
B.A., College of Wooster
Debra Warner Obermeyer














B.S.Ed., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Elaine Gosser Sugawara
B.S., The Ohio State University
Robin Lee Tubbs
BA, Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University
Larry D . Ware




B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
M.A., The Ohio State University
Ph.D., The Ohio State University
Melinda Louise Wray
B.A., University of Kentucky
Michael David Zimmermann










B.A., University of Cincinnati
Patricia Dawn Baker
B.A., Bowling Green State University
Bianka Baty
B.S., East Carolina University
Amy Elizabeth Baughman
B.S.E., University of Cincinnati
Jill Marie Baughman
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Oklahoma City
University
Robert Jay Berk




B.S., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University
Gary R. Brown




B.S., Western Kentucky University
Chad Brenden Caddell
B.M., Cum Laude, Morehead State University
Jaime Blaise Cadegan
B.F.A., Cum Laude, Bowling Green State
University
Kristin Maddox Capotosto
B.A., Notre Dame Coilege
Dorothy Sloan Carney
B.A., University of Notre Dame
Amy Lynn Carpenter
B.S.Ed., Summa Cum Laude, Ohio University
M.Ed., Ashland University






B.S.Ed., Central State University
Terry Donald Connor
B.A., Thomas More College
Felecia Rene Cook
B.S.Ed .. Ohio University
Natalie Anne Cook








B.G.S., Ball State University
Christine Lee Dee!
B.A., Transylvania University




B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Yvette Farmer Dixon
B.S., Alabama State University
Kristi Stark Draut
B.S., University of Aiabama
Heather Ann Dziech
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Christine Marie Engel
B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University
T oski Rachdle Flemister
B.A., The Ohio State University
Ferdinand John Flick
B.S .. Xavier University
Ernie Francis Florkowski Jr.
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Dana Lynn Flummer
B.A., West Virginia University
21
Belinda Anne Folsom




B.S., University of Cincinnati
Jeanetta Laddie Glass
B.S., Tennessee State University
Katherine Elizabeth Glover










B.S., University of Cincinnati
Matthew William Hall
B.A., University of Tennessee
Megan Louise Hall






B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Shannon Kelley Herzog




B.A., Cum Laude, Catholic University of America
Jeanine Dorcas Jason
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Oakwood College
Michelle Carol Johnson
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Wanda Arnette Johnson
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Sean Jefferson Kennevan
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Julie Ann Kilroy
B.S., Cum Laude, Ohio University
Ho-kyoung Kim




B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Jill Marie Koenig
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, College of Mount SI.
Joseph
Ann M. Kroger











8.5., Ball State University
Jennifer Pearl Anita Lewis-Thornton
B.A., Wittenberg University
Jennifer Lee Liming










BA, With Honor, Ohio University
Perry 1. McCool











8A, Northern Kentucky University
Kimberly Rae Mott




BA, Cum Laude, Carleton College
Robert Samuel Osborn Jr.
B.A., University of Cincinnati
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Kyla DeAnn Owens








B.S.Ed., Cum Laude, University of Toledo
Tina Marie Phillips
A.B., Western Kentucky University
Michael Poindexter
8.S., Indiana State University
Richard Douglas Rafferty
B.S., Cum Laude, College of Ozarks
Laurie Leah Ravagnani
B.S.N., University of Cincinnati
Leonetta A'Kim Reese-Bryant




8.A., Thomas More College
Linda Gail Ricks
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Nikki Lyn Riehle




8.S., James Madison University
Carolyn Rogers
B.A., Thomas More College
Deborah Sharee Rousseau-Hines




B.S.Ed.. The Ohio State University
M.Ed., Miami University
Carol Ann Schottelkotte









B.S., The Ohio State University
Lynn Marie Shanahan
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University
Robert Kirtley Shay






B.A., University of Cincinnati
Tammy LaCheli Solomon
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Michael David St. John
B.BA, Cum Laude, Ohio University
Carrie Lynn Stanford
B.S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
Shawanna Genice Starks-Reddick
B.S.Ed., Cleveland State University
Ruth Ann Stefanussen
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Mary Gretchen Steinkamp
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Amy Carlisle Stewart
B.FA, With Honor, New York University
M.SW, University of Kentucky
Sarah Ann Strouse
B.A., SUNY College-New Paltz
Melissa Reynolds Sullivan






B.A., The Union Institute
Rebecca Lynn Turner








B.A., Wright State University
Clystal 1. Williams
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Kimberly Deann Wing
B,A" College of Wooster
Amy J. Winkle
B,S., Eastern Kentucky University
Jerri Ann Wright
B.S.Ed., Bowling Green State University
Eun Chong Yang




B.A., University of Ibadan








B.S., Ball State University
Dana Ann Bryan
B.S.Ed" The Ohio State University
Rita Annette Clemmer
B.A., Wright State University
Kathy Ann Dudzik




B.A., University of Kentucky
Carissa Noel Franz
B.S" Spring Hill College
Bettie Corinne Hall
B.S., With Honors, University of Tennessee
Deborah J. Heuer
B.A., With Honors, University of Windsor-Canada :
B.S.Ed., University of Windsor-Canada
Lisa Gayle Hone








B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Shernaz Riasp Medora
B.S., St. Xavier's College-India





B.A., Southwest Baptist University
Jennifer Lynn Parr











B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Vaiparaiso Universty
Douglas Charles Ruschman Jr.
B.A., Xavier University
Stephen Walter Saunders




B.A., College of Mount St. Joseph
Melonie June Warren-Grossie
B.M.Ed., Baylor University
David James Wess Sr.
B.L.A., Xavier University
Qiana Charese Williams











































































































































































































































Thomas Jay Thorne Jr.
Cum Laude
Robert Loren VanAusdall III
Cum Laude






















B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
G. Jeffrey Berding
A.8., Cum Laude, Miami University
Bruce Kevin Bitowft




B.A., University of Science & Tech Management
of China
Kimberly Ann Brown





Jennifer Lynne Ames Carver
8.A., Wilmington College
Jamie Stewarr Caudill




B.S., With Honors, Pennsylvania State University
Papa Boubacar Diallo
B.S., Southern Arkansas University
M.S., University of Kentucky
Gregory Jerome Doherty
B.S.M.E., University of Cincinnati
Karl Lee Dostal
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Michelle Erwin
B.S., Michigan State University
Jay Edwin Farmer
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Michael A. Fecher




B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Barbara Sue Fried
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Joan Marie Garavaglia
B.S., Cum Laude, Michigan State University
Michele Renee Garland




B.S., Texas A&M University
Matthew D, Gerhardt
BA, The Ohio State University
Scott Vincent Gorman




B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Donna Margaret Hinkel










B.A., University of Cincinnati
Donna May Jewell
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Chandrasekhar Kasibhatla
M.P., University of Hyderabad-India
Ph.D., Indian Institute of Science
Kimberley Lyn Kortum
B.S., United States Air Force Academy
M.P.A., Troy State University
Rebecca Marsh Kreissl
B.B.A., With Honor, University of Kentucky
Stephen Paul Lacy
B.S., The Ohio State University
John Patrick Lawrence
B.S., University of Toledo
Maria Yovana Linares
B.A., Pontificia Universidad Javeriana
Jeffrey Martin Loeb
B.S., University of Cincinnati
David Ronald Lohr
B.S., Virginia Polytech Institute State University
Tammie Denise Long




B.A., Bowling Green State University
Ergetu Merete
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Lisa Joanne Millar



















B.S., Lawrence Technical University
Sonja Ruth
B.S.BA, Summa Cum Laude, University of
Dayton
Sohail Ahmad Saeed
B.S.E.E., Texas A&M University Kingsville
M,S., Texas A&M University Kingsviile
Scott G. Sander
B.B.A., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Renee Christine Schauer
B.S., University of Dayton
James Milton Shapiro
B.A., Colorado State University
Judith Rose Shownkeen
B.S., United States Military Academy
Susana Rosa Waimin Siu




B.S., University of North Carolina
Lisa Anne Streeter






B.S., Northern Kentucky University
B.A., Thomas More College
Lamont Charles Thurston
B.S.B., Miami University




















B.S.B.A., The Ohio State University
Mark Anthony Banks










B.S.B.A., Catholic University of Eichstatt
Deanna Marie Bowden
B.E.E., University of Dayton
Heather Marion Bowman
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
James Hansford Bryant III
B.S., University of Kentucky
Heather Jean Buettner
B.S.B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Aimee Sue Byerman
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Gina Renee Couch
B.S.B.A., Xavier University





B.A., Thomas More College
Darin Shane Dugan
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Vanessa Lurleen Enoch




B.S., University of Cincinnati
Andres Horacio Galeano
B.B.A., Pontificia Universidad Javeriana
Andrew Carl Gehr
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Miami University
Melissa Marie Geist
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Pericles D. Georgiades
B.A., Athens College-Greece
M.U.R.P" University of Cincinnati
Chad T. Glenn
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Coilege of Mount
SI. Joseph
William Simms Halliday II
B.A., Wiimington College
David Snow Hasler
B.BA, University of Kentucky
Jianjun Jane He
B.A., Chinese Women College of Management
Douglas Edward Herkes
B.A., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Jonathan Dugan Hollman
B.S.E.E.• University of Kentucky
Olivia Orletta Holts













B.S., University of Cincinnati
Megan Marie Jones
B.S., The Ohio State University
Jose Francisco Beltran Juberias
B.S., University of Zaragoza








B.A., The State University of Rutgers




B.S., University of Dayton
John William Kuhn
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Pittsburgh
Stephen Anthony Lang
B.A., Northern Kentucky University
27
Mark Aubrey Langdon
B.A., Michigan State University
Frederick Mark Laskovics
A.B., Youngstown State University







B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Cindi Lou McCloskey
B.A., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
M.A., University of Cincinnati
Steven Vincent McCloskey
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Judy Dunn McDaniel










B.S., University of Cincinnati
Ryan Keith Nelson




B.S., United States Air Force Academy







Robert Edward Patrick III
B.S.E.E., University of Florida
Lynette Faye Peters
B.S., South Dakota State University
Timothy Edward Plummer
B.B.A., University of Kentucky
Andre C. Porter
B.S.B.A., University of Dayton
Joseph John Prince
B,S" The Ohio State University
Mark George Rahe Jr.








B.A., Thomas More College
Richard ScOtt Rowland






B.S., Cum Laude, University of Dayton
Susan Pezalski Schieman




B.A, Duns Scotus College
M.Div., Athenaeum of Ohio
Stephanie Ann Smith
B.S,B,A., Cum Laude, Xavier University
Theodore 1. Stephens
B.S., Michigan State University
Graham William Robert Strong
B. B,A., University of Cincin nati
Abdul Ghafoor Sumra
B.S.. Northern Kentucky University
Robert Lewis Taylor
B,S" Oklahoma State University
Jody Kay Thompson
B,S" Pennsylvania State University
Michele P. Trammel
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Daniel John Turnpaugh
B,B.A., University of New Mexico
John Butler TytLls






B.S., University of Science and Technology-China
Ph.D., University of Maryland
Lee White
B.S., University of Kentucky
Jenny Marie Williams
B.S., Carnegie Meilon University
SCOtt Williams
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Jason Daniel Wiot











B.S., University of Kentucky
Christopher Joseph Azeez
A.B., University of Michigan
Herbert Samuel Ball Jr.
B.S., Concord Coilege
Luis Alberto Barriga






B.S., University of Kentucky
Nancy Lee Binder






B.A., University of Cincinnati
Rimma Sandler Bradley
B.S., Bowling Green State University
Antonio Nicholas Bucalo
BA, Northern Kentucky University
Robert Frederick Campbell
B,S., University of Cincinnati

















B.B.A., University of Notre Dame
Constance Mary Cordes
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Matthew Thomas Curoe




B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Scott Michael Donovan
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Gregory Michael Dowling
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Timothy Donovan Dugan
B.S.B.A., John Carrol University
Angela Jane Durgin
B.S., With Distinction, University of Maine
Brian A. Eichhold
B.E.E., University of Dayton
Abigail Estrada





B.S.B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Christopher Jon Finger
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Brian Keith Fisher
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Miami University
Perry Lee Fitzpatrick
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Lynetta Jean Freeman
B.A., Oklahoma State University
M.S., Washington State University




B.S., East Carolina University
Charles William Gemereth
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Kenneth Victor Gephart
B.E., Cum Laude, Vanderbilt University
M.S., Ohio University
Kevin Christopher Gold
B.A., Thomas More College
Juan Luis Gomez
B.A., Republic of Columbia
Martin Augustus Graf
B.S., University of Louisville
Shasta Lynn Gray
B.S.B.A., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University
Keith Allan Gregory
B.S., University of North Carolina
David J. Groeschen
B.A., Northern Kentucky University
Ibrahima Gueye
B.S., University of Dakar




B.B.A., University of Cincinnati





























B.B.A., University of Kentucky
Mary Ruth Kessans
B.A., Magna Cum Laude, University of Kentucky
N ayana 1. Khan
B.B.A., Saint Agnes College
Richard Gregory Kile




B.S., University of Cincinnati
Tara Tate Koch
B.A., Bowling Green State University
Mpho Seanokeng Komanyane










B.S., Beijing United University
Douglas John Mancini
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Harold L. Mann
B.A., Nebraska Wesleyan University
Shawn Michael Martin
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, University of Dayton
Richard William Mason J r.





B.B.A" University of Wisconsin
John Darin Meek
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Jennifer Lee Menke





B.S.B.A., Cum Laude, The Ohio State University
Tracy Meyer






B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Mark Brady Moser
B.A., University of Dayton
Amanda Rae Mueller
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Karman Michele Murdock
B.S., The Ohio State University
Marie Moore Nelson
B.A., Cum LaUde, Northern Kentucky University
Susan Weiskopf Newmark
B.A., Case Western Reserve University
Amy Lou Slater Norman
B.S.B., Miami University
Gary Wayne Northup
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Brian Richard Oeder
B.S.B.A" The Ohio State University
Kambelu Okona





Robert Eugene Perry Jr.
B.S.B.A., Xavier University
Hung Manh Pham
B.S" University of Cincinnati
Quy The Truong Pham
B.B.A., University of Cincinnati
Karen S. Phillips
B,A., Xavier University
Charles George Puchta Jr.
B.S., Bradley University
Kevin Eric Pyle
B.G.S., Kent State University
Jonathan Wayne Railey
B.S., Tennessee State University
Philip George Rainford
B.S., De Montfort University
Don Renal Ramsey
B.S.E.E., University of Cincinnati
Douglas Joseph Rappoport
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
John Paul Riedl
B.S., University of North Carolina
Jaime A. Rosario








B,S,B,A., The Ohio State University
Renee Ann Schreiber
























B.S,E., Xian Jiaotong University
Robin Kay Sutherland























B,S.B., Cum Laude, Miami University
Tina A. Welch
B,S" With Honors, University of Dayton
Amy Ann Wendling
B,S,B., Wright State University
Marcia Kay Wenzlick
B.S., Wright State University
James Edward Wertz
B.S.B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Valerie Ann Whisman
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Susan M. Wietholter
B.S,N" University of Kentucky
M.S,N., University of Kentucky
Robert James Wiley Jr.
B.S" Pennsylvania State University
Matthew J. Williams
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Susan Lee Zody
B.S.B,A., University of Arkansas
May 4, 2000
Patrick J. Abbas




B.S., Cum Laude, Georgetown College
Ronnie Scotti lynn Barnes
B.S., University of Kentucky
Andrew Joseph Barsala
B.S.I.E., Magna Cum Laude, University of
Cincinnati
Michael Lee Bauer
B.S.M,E., University of Cincinnati
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Francis Bobie





B,S., With High Distinction, University of Kentucky
M,S., University of Kentucky
Ashwak A. Brown
B.S,E., University of Alabama
James Michael Caldwell
B.S., University of Kentucky
B,S" Thomas More Coliege
Brian Bradley Carroll
B.S.B., Miami University
B,S.B., University of South Florida
Vito Nicholas Cece
B,S" Saint Louis University
Chen-YuJack Chou
B,S.M.E" North Dakota State University
M.S., Iowa State University
Jennifer Keller Clark
B,A" University of Kentucky
Susan Elizabeth Cleveland
B.S., University of Kentucky
Allison Cabell Councill
B.S., Western Kentucky University
Elizabeth Jane Creed




B.S.M.E" University of Maryland
Lawrence Joseph Egan




B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Morehead State
University
B.S,M,E" With Distinction, University of Kentucky
Michael Scott Godbey
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Tom L. Greer
B.S.M.E., With Distinction, University of Kentucky
Gregory Mitchell Harrington
B.S.E.E., University of Kentucky
Michael Allan Hellmann





M.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Lauri Jean Hubbard
B.S., University of Kentucky
Adam B. Hughes




B.S., South Carolina State University
Brian Lee Johnson
B.S., Southern Illinois University
Lina Beth Kelly
B.S., University of Kentucky
Garrett Matthew Landers
B.S.M.E., The Ohio State University
William Bradbury Lucas
B.S.I.E., University of Cincinnati
M.S., University of Cincinnati
Kenneth Wayne Mangis
B.S., Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Scott Douglas Mason
B.S., United States Military Academy
Anthony L. Mathis
B.S., Clemson University
M.S., California State University
Robert Sawyer McCann
B.S., Colorado School Mines
M.S., Stanford University




B.A., Western Kentucky University
Carrie Jean Mortensen
B.A., William Woods University
MarkJ. Motzer
B.S., University of Florida




B.S., University of Cincinnati




B.S., Cum Laude, The Ohio State University
Amy Kay Ridge
B.B.A., University of Kentucky
Carherine Beatrice Salas
B.S., Embry-Riddle Aero University
Jonathan David Schooler





B.S.B.A., University of Louisville
Kevin L. Sisler
B.B,A., Eastern Kentucky University
Kimberly Ann Smith




B.S., Morehead State University
John Graves Tierney
B.S., University of Kentucky
B.S., Cum Laude, Morehead State University
Lisa Gayle Tudor
B.B.A., Eastern Kentucky University
Kurt Frederic Waldner
B.S.E., University of Michigan
M.S., University of Michigan
Bradley Curtis West
B.S.M.E., University of Tennessee
YiPingXu
B.S., Peking University-China






M.P.H., University of California
M.D., Hahnemann Medical College
May 4. 2000
Denise Andrews
B.S.C.E., University of Massachusetts
Jennifer Jane Berger




B.S.B.A., University of Phoenix
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Kevin Reid Crippen
B.S.E.E., University of South Florida
Natalie Anne Dickman-Madadi
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Charleston
Gary S. Dixon
B.S.I.E., University of Massachusetts
Donald J. Doyle Jr.




B.M.S., Dow Medical College
Willie Mack Ford Jr.
B.S., Tennessee State University
Annette Piccirillo Froendhoff
B.S., Equivalent
Richard Nicholas Grant Jr.
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
Erin Patricia Hoeflinger
B.A., Wright State University
Timothy Jon Hopkins
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Shay Renee Hurst
B.A., Wright State University
Lynn Michelle Kinman
B.S., Northern Kentucky University
J.D., Northern Kentucky University
Brian Leslie Kirby
B.S.E,E., University of Dayton
Lori Lynn Kress
B.S., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati




B.B.A., With High Honor, Ohio University
Henry Lewis Menke




B.S., University of California-Los Angeles
Scott Joseph Robinson
B.S., Southern Illinois University
Jennifer Lynn Rumpke




B.S., Washington State University
M.S.P.H., University of North Carolina
M,D., University of North Carolina
Gregory L, Schaiper
B.S., Cum Laude, Coliege of Mount SI. Joseph
Karen Wendeln Sparling




B,S., Cum Laude, Xavier University
M. D., Far Eastern University
Mike J. Veal




B.S.B.A., University of Dayton
] ennifer Ann Vonasek









BISHOP FENWICK TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD
Timothy T. Horan
Department of Biology
The College of Arts and Sciences
The Williams College of Business
The College of Social Sciences
University Scholarships and Awards
(Awarded at Honors Convocation, April 15, 2000)
The University Art Award Karen B. Fuell
The Biology Awards Daniel ].Albertson
Rudolph A. Fajardo
Thomas]. Kelly
The Dr. J. T. Clear Biology Award Lisa A. Kramer
Alan A. Thomay
The ]oseph]. Peters, S.]. Scholarship ] ulie 1. Villari
The American Institute of Chemists Award Shaun M. McLoughlin
The Frederick N. Miller, S.]. Award Robert F. Friel
The Alice D. Ragland Latin Award Matthew E. Henstridge
The]oseph A. Verkamp Greek Award Peter J. Brodnik
The]ohn M. Zahurancik Award Margaret A. Merten
The WVXU Public Service Award ] onathan]. Brennan
The Lawrence J. Flynn, S.]. Awards Anne M. Burton
Catherine M. Hilke
Stacey A. Kuhl
Cecilly S. Van Dyke
The Sweeney Achievement Awards Ronald A. Bryson
Loraine M. Crouch
The John Patrick Scully Athenaeum Prize Elena 1. Hlebiczki
The Mermaid Tavern Prize Michael P. McCauley
The Robert G. McGraw History Award Jacob D. Mahle
The Louis]. and Mildred V. Simon History Awards Kate M. Romanello
Raymond R. Sullivan
The W. Eugene Shiels, S.]. History Award Mark E. Schnorbus
The Robert H. Helmes Liberal Arts Award Paul D. Thaden
The Comer-Reynolds Award Stephanie J. Mosier
The Robert F. Cissell Awards ~ Stephanie J. Mosier
Karen W. Payne
Andrew 1. Ward
The Kramer-Miller Mathematics Award Justin D. Klekota
The John F. Niehaus Scholarship Stacey L. Fowee
The John F. Niehaus Award Darrin G. Vaniglia




The Joseph and Jeanne Bourgeois French Award Marie E. Gasper
The Joseph E. Bourgeois German Award Philip G. vonFlirstenberg
The Goethe Institute Awards Adam]. Livingston
Laura K. McNeer
The Matias G. Vega Spanish Award Andrea D. Brisco
The Music Awards Angela T. Carota
Kathryn M. Else
Crystal D. Meadows
The Martin G. Dumler Philosophy Award Anthony K. Jense;n
The Archbishop McNicholas Philosophy Award Kelly L. Williams








John R. Wittig, Jr.
The Theodore A. Kent-Bozhidar Kantarjiev Award Elizabeth A. Leicht
The Victor B. Nieporce, S.]. Theology Award Kristen E. Barker
The Dr. William]. Topmoeller Theology Award Kevin M. Walker
The David William Snyder Theology Award Lea M. Minniti
The Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key Jacqueline M. Arnatulli
Leah K. Burggraf
Ekaterina M. Radzhabova





The Excellence in Accounting Award Jacqueline M. Arnatulli





The John F. Niehaus Information Systems Award ~ Aaron J. Kroeker
The Institute of Management Accountants Student Achievement Award Carolyn A. Hughes
The Craig Menderson Economics Award Lisa M. Price
The Clifford S. Besse, S.J. Human Resources Award Cheryl Schulte
The Clifford S. Besse, S.]. Human Resources Scholarship Jennifer A. Ellspermann
The Departmen t of Economics Award Michael L. Cebula
The Wall Street JOllrnal Undergraduate Achievement Award Jonathon M. Detter
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The Rothwell Award John D. Malgieri
The Robert C. Klekamp Excellence in Management Award Ryan S. Tekulve
The Thomas J. Rueve Junior Excellence in Management Award Matthew J. Madges
The Robert G. Kluener Scholarship Daniel R. Root
The E.F. Castleberry Award Kevin D. Logeman
The Hamilton Fixture Entrepreneurship Award John C. Harrison
The William V. Masterson Memorial Scholarship Lauren M. Zeillmann
The Walter A. Kumpf Marketing Award Colleen V. Pauritsch
The VanKirk Family Scholarship Kimberly M. Hensley
The Criminal Justice Awards Angela M. Bock
Joseph A. Dennemann
The Raymond F. McCoy Education Awards Matthew T. Barber
Tammy J. Callaway
Lindsey M. Radabaugh
The Mary Dahlstrom Scholarship Martha M. Schlaudecker
The Sally Pruden Special Education Awards Kelly M. Klamo
Jill C. Norton
The Frank McVay Award Cailin J. Hogan
The John A. Wiethe Award Emily A. Gish
The Colonel Charles F. Williams Military Science Award Michael A. Nguyen
The Ida Casey Award Mary J. Rosenfeldt, R.N.
The Anna Schwartz Rollinger and Michael Rollinger Memorial Scholarship Renee E. Demarkowski
The Helen Hurm Award Kathryn K. Garten
The Spirit of Nursing Award Stephanie L. Nichols, R.N.
The Nursing Mission Awards Melissa A. Hettinger
Gretchen A. Kallio
Kathy J. Surrett, R. N.
Regina L. Williams, R.N.
The Virginia Scardina Interdisciplinary Education Award Michele L. DiCristoforo
The Cincinnati Occupational Therapy Association Leadership Awards Katherine Glover
Karen W. Payne
The George F. and Agatha M. Salter Political Science Award Steve M. Forde, Jr.
The Edward C. Gasiewicz Political Science Award Sarah K. Castner
The Clarence J. Wagner Sociology Award Kathleen A. Stang
The V.]. Bieliauskas Psychology Award Kristen M. Docter
The Francis 1. Hamel Psychology Award Molly L. Heidemann
The Glen LaGrange Psychology Award Mollie]. Kerscher
The Catherine Brizzolara Psychology Award Daniel P. Marschner
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The Cincinnati Psychological Association Awards Jennifer E. Monnig
Angela M. Siegler
The Charlotte Towle Social Work Award Katie M. Wohlfarth
The Corilliam Honors Award Venus E. Fasce
The Vincent and Hilda Gudorf Minority Studies Award Natasha R. Howard
The Paul L. O'Connor,S.]. Scholarship Angela V. Staubach
The Mr. & Mrs. Fletcher E. Nyce Scholarship Stephanie J. Mosier
The Antonio Johnson Scholarship Ameerah S. Khalifa
The Thomas G. Savage, S.J. Scholarships Ashley W. Farris
Brooks R. Keeshin




The Aline Fredin Memorial Scholarships Rachel L. Bendgen
Christen R. Browne
Elizabeth V. Dehne


























































































































Men's Cross Country, Spring Semester
Women's Cross Country, Fall Semester




















































Irfan M. Asif Madeline B. Fisher Kristen M. Lowry
Aaron L. Bauer Kevin R. Frey Matthew S. Makinson
James R. Beaulieu Julie M. Italiano Maurice A. McAfee
Megan S. Caldwell Scott A. Kerr Kevin C. McEnery
Randall F. Dublikar Hilary M. Kulik Eric C. Persha
Kimberly M. Farrell Matthew A. Staarmann
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR'S AWARD
Kyle M. Ballinger Lauren E. Garber Donald S. Rielag
Nicholas R. Banaszak Katie L. Griggs Jefferey K. Roman
Ty R. Brenning Susan E. Hamilton William P. Roschek Jr.
Megan S. Caldwell Jill M. Hampton James R. Schreen
Kristin K. Crawford Scott A. Hutchinson Theresa A. Schrimpf
Andrew M. Crouch Andrew E. Jordan Emily H. Senich
Jared R. Cutter Thomas E. Lieser Jr. Elizabeth A. Singer
Benjamin K. Day Christian M. Lovelace Taru T. Tuukkanen
Patrick M. DeHoff Patrick C. Nemecek Brandon L. Van Orden
Randall F. Dublikar Elizabeth L. Osterday Meghan A. W'hite
Erin M. Dunn Natalie M. Palmenter Kary A. Wiles
Laura E. Edwards Elina S. Pasola Darnell L. Williams
Matthew M. Pellerite
ACHIEVING SENIOR AWARD
Rebecca J. Brattain William A. Jenkins William P. Roschek Jr.
Mark E. Bugner Stacey A. Kuhl Julie A. Roth
Cameron A. Cox Nancy E. McDonald James D. Siefker
David J. Dickman David M. Michitti David C. Spaccarelli
Jan M. Feichtner Elizabeth L. Osterday Matthew A. Staarmann
Kimberly K. Hatz Amy L. Reinshagen Maringo G. Vlyter
Amy B. Hughes Christie L. Reinshagen Kelly L. Williams
Abbey G. Rhodes
Top TEAM SCHOLAR AWARD
James E. Baronas David J. Dickman Jefferey K. Roman
Melissa M. Beck Jan M. Feichtner Matthew A. Staarmann
Michael R. Bloomfield Sarah L Johnstone Jeffrey D. Stumpf
Brendan A. Bonham Kerrie M. Kramer Gregory A. Wiggers





Timothy E. Donovan Jr.
Tamara J. Ores
David M. West
REV. PAUL L. O'CONNOR, S.J. AWARD
Elizabeth L. Osterday
David J. Dickman
THOMAS E. SEDLER AWARD
Rebecca J. Brattain
HENRY B. BUNKER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Todd A. Kalsey
. .



























































William P. Roschek Jr.
Patricia L. Ruszkowski
Elizabeth D. Sand





















(Awarded at Outstanding Leadership Awards Reception, Apri115, 2000)
Outstanding Resident Assistant of The Year Joslyn A. Jacobs
Outstanding Contribution to Commuter Students David W. Traubert
Outstanding Contribution to Non-Traditional Students Carolyn Rogers
Student Employee of the Year Ronald A. Bryson
Cultural Diversity Award Gustavo Rodriguez (Student)
Ava Jean Fiebig (Administrator)
The Diversity Theme House (Special Recognition)
Otto KvapilAward Hassan N. Al-Rawas (Performance)
Brendan R. Jennings (Performance)
SGA Organization of the Year X-treme Fans
SGA New Organization of the Year Voices of Solidarity
Advisor of the Year Thomas A. Schick, PRSSA
Rob Sieber Award Anne M. Burton
Loyola Medal for Commitment to Ministry Valerie R. Vickery
Dorothy Day Medal of Honor Kristen E. Barker
David B. Streicher Spirit of Xavier Award Courtni L. Ball
Sally Watson Leadership Award Charssie F. Willis
Fr. Francis J. Finn, S.]. Award Robert F. Friel










CONTRIBUTIONS TO XAVIER COMMUNITY
SILVER X-KEY AWARD RECIPIENTS
Michelle M. Manassah
Sarah R. Schwab













(Awarded at the 23rd Annual Antonio Johnson Scholarship Banquet, March 31, 2000)
Outstanding Freshman Award Justin H. Hardy
Outstanding Senior Award Tony M. Anderson
Service Award Joi C. Davis
Leadership Award Justin H. Wade
Scholarship Award Ameerah Khalifa
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2LT Todd Phillips II
2LT Daniel Yehl
COMMISSIONED AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS
UNITED STATES ARMY
ARMOR



























XAVIER UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP MEDALLION
-.----~----- WILLIAM J. KEATING --------------,
The ways William]. Keating has served the Cincinnati community are as varied as they are
abundant, ranging from newspaper publishing to the world of politics, from the arts to athletics.
After serving in the Navy during World War II, Keating returned home to Cincinnati and earned
both his undergraduate and law degrees in 1950 from the University of Cincinnati. He went from
private practice to being a founding partner in the law firm Keating, Muething & Klekamp. From
there he served as assistant attorney general of Ohio and as a judge in the Cincinnati Municipal
Court and the Hamilton County Common Pleas Court.
Before Keating was elected U.S. Congressman for Ohio's 1st District in 1970 and 1972, he
served for three years on Cincinnati City Council. He is also a member of the Cincinnati Bar
Association, the Ohio Bar Association and the Associated Press. For several years he served in
various functions-chairman, CEO, publisher-for The Cincinnati Enquirer, the city's largest daily
newspaper.
Keating has taken part in numerous civic activities, including the Horticulture Society, the
Health Alliance and the Fine Arts Fund. As co-chair of the Greater Cincinnati Amateur Sports
Association, Keating is a part of the effort to bring the 2012 Olympics to the region. He's also a
member of the Metropolitan Growth Alliance, an organization whose mission is to encourage the
area to plan and work as a region.
"He is a man of faith and integrity whose life has been characterized by perseverance and service
to others," says Fr. James Hoff,S.]., president of Xavier University. "His concern for others, and his
hometown, is exemplified by his untiring efforts to make Cincinnati a better place in which to live."
Keating was given an honorary degree from the University of Cincinnati in 1975 and an honor-
ary degree from Xavier University, where he is a trustee emeritus, in 1984. Keating has received
many other citations, including being one of 50 recipients worldwide of the Toastmaster Interna-
tional Communications & Leadership Award and being named along with his wife, Nancy,
Cincinnatian of the Year in 1995 by the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation.
For his leadership in making Cincinnati a stronger community, Xavier is honored to award




When faced with an obstacle, Richard H. Finan is the type of person to deal with it head on. He
doesn't let anything stand in the way of getting the job done.
As a teen-ager, Finan worked various jobs to finance his tuition at Purcell High School, where he
graduated at age 15. He then worked at a recreation center in a tough neighborhood to pay for his
education at the University of Dayton, where he graduated with a degree in business administration
in 1954.
After serving for two years in the Army's Intelligence Division in San Antonio, Texas, Finan
returned to Cincinnati where he and his wife Joan worked while he earned his law degree from the
University of Cincinnati. It's this foundation of hard work and perseverance that helped him
become a leader in local and state politics.
Soon after setting up private practice, Finan was elected as a councilman for the Village of
Evendale. After his term was up, he was elected mayor. It was in this position that he would chal-
lenge, and ultimately win, the party-backed incumbent's seat in the Ohio House of Representatives
in 1973. Five years later he would win a place in the Ohio Senate, where he remains today and has
served as Senate president since 1997.
During his time in the Senate, Finan has served on several committees, including vice chair of the
Joint Legislative Ethics Committee and president of the National Conference of State Legislatures.
Finan also fought to get the $113 million funding needed for the historical restoration of the
Statehouse and Senate Annex approved.
"He does not compromise his principles," John Dowlin, Hamilton County Commissioner, told
The Cincinnati Post. "He may compromise around the edges to get something done, but the core
values-politically and personally-remain the same."
Representing Cincinnati isn't the only way Finan has helped shape the community. He served as
a trustee member of the St. Rita School for the Deaf and as a board member of Catholic Social
Services in southwestern Ohio. He's been honored for his civic work with awards from the Ohio
Library Association, the Ohio Historical Society and the Alcoholism Council of Cincinnati.
For his hard work, determination and being a positive voice for the community, Xavier is
honored to award Richard H. Finan the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.
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-------- NATHANIEL R. JONES ---------------,
The career path of Nathaniel R. Jones, senior judge for the U.S. Court of Appeals Sixth Circuit,
reads like a chapter from an American history book. The grandson of a slave, Jones grew up hearing
national civil rights figures speak at the segregated YMCA in his neighborhood and would later
spend his career championing human rights and working to change our world for the better.
A Youngstown, Ohio, native, Jones served in the Air Force during World War II before earning
his undergraduate and law degrees from Youngstown State University. He was admitted to the Ohio
Bar in 1957 and Attorney General Robert Kennedy appointed Jones assistant U.S. attorney for the
Northern District of Ohio four years later. In 1967 he served as assistant general counsel to Presi-
dent Johnson's National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders studying the causes of the civil
riots in the 1960s.
In 1969 he was appointed the general counsel for the National Association of the Advancement
of Colored People. While serving in this position, Jones fought against northern school segregation
and led an inquiry into the discrimination African-American servicemen faced in the military. He
also supervised the NAACP's defense in the Mississippi Boycott case, which led to the landmark
Supreme Court decision that declared the right of individuals and organizations to protest under the
First Amendment.
On his first trip to South Africa, Jones was arrested and detained until his identity was verified.
He didn't allow this sobering experience to deter him from his work, however, and has made several
return trips to advise judges and lawyers seeking to reshape their country's laws.
"Judge Jones is an outstanding and tireless leader in the struggle for civil rights for all people,"
says U.S. Magistrate Judge Jack Sherman Jr. "He continues to"have a significant impact on our
changing global society, especially by his work in South Africa."
Jones has received many prestigious awards, including the Jewish Community Relations
Council's Peace of the City Award. He has written numerous articles and serves as an adjunct
professor at the University of Cincinnati College of Law, an instructor in the trial advocacy program
at Harvard Law School and a co-chair of the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center.
For standing up and fighting for the rights of people and educating the next generation to do the




Xavier was founded in 1831 by Bishop Edward Dominic Fenwick, a.p., pioneer Catholic
bishop of Ohio, as the first Catholic institution of higher learning in the Northwest Territory.
Known as the Athenaeum, the college's first building in downtown Cincinnati, was largely
financed by European Catholics and particularly by Catholic citizens of Vienna. The first class
numbered 60 students. From its beginning, the school was dedicated to the patronage of St. Francis
Xavier. The Athenaeum attracted students from as far away as New Orleans, Mexico and Central
America, and its educational quality drew many local Protestant students.
At the invitation of Bishop John Purcell of Cincinnati, the Society ofJesus Oesuits) assumed
control of the institution in 1840, ensuring a steady source offaculty. Under John A. Elet, S.J., the
first Jesuit president, the institution was renamed St. Xavier College.
Xavier offered its first evening classes in 1841 and summer cOlll'ses were introduced in 1914,
thus beginning a tradition of serving the unique needs and schedules of professionals and aspiring
professionals in the Cincinnati community.
In 1920, the college moved to its present site in Avondale, and in 1930 was renamed Xavier
University, reflecting its growth and complexity. While women had been attending Xavier's evening
college since its early years, Xavier's undergraduate" day" college became coeducational in 1969. In
1980 Xavier acquired the Edgecliff College programs and integrated them with those
at Xavier, and by 1987, Edgecliff faculty, staff and students were moved onto the Xavier campus.
Xavier's growth in over a century and a half since its founding reflects its origins as a teaching
institution which soundly prepares students for careers or graduate study or both. A Xavier educa-
tion, particularly at the undergraduate level, is marked by the emphasis on liberal arts learning
contained in Xavier's core curriculum. Equally important in the Xavier tradition is the synthesis of
human, cultural and ethical values; concern and respect for people; and an appreciation of the
worth and dignity of the self and others.
The College of Arts and Sciences, Xavier's largest and oldest college, enrolls approximately 1,900
undergraduate and 60 graduate students, and accepts the primary responsibility for the liberal
education of all Xavier undergraduates. The Williams College of Business enrolls 850 undergradu-
ates and 1,100 MBA students, and is dedicated to preparing business students for positions of
responsibility and leadership. The College of Social Sciences enrolls 1,000 undergraduate and 1,300
graduate students in specialized areas of human services.
Xavier has been an innovator in graduate education, establishing, for example, the first graduate
program in Montessori education in the United States. Its graduate programs in education have
produced the second highest number of school administrators in the state of Ohio. Xavier's gradu-
ate program in health services administration is a recognized innovator in the field. The Executive
MBA Program, the Evening Health Services Administration Program and the MEd in Human
Resource Development educate upper level managers, professionals and executives while they
maintain their current positions in their respective organizations.
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SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
HONORS BACHELOR OF ARTS PROGRAM
Students who complete a major in
classical studies with emphasis on
history, literature, Latin, Greek, and
philosophy.
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS PROGRAM
Undergraduate students who have
completed a series of honors courses in
the core curriculum.
Honors are awarded on the basis of
outstanding achievement in academic
study. The student must have com-
pleted at least half of the degree
requirements and half of the courses in
the major field at Xavier University to
be eligible for honors. These honors are
inscribed on the student's diploma,
printed on the student's official
university permanent record and
announced at the commencement
ceremony. These students are easily
recognizable by their gold honors cord.
Honors printed in this program do not
include the Spring 2000 semester.
UNIVERSITY SERVICE FELLOWS
This nationally recognized service
fellowship program honors the highest
academic achievement and an out-
standing record of volunreer commu-
nity service. The recipients keep their
fellowships through their four years at
Xavier by maintaining a 3.25 grade
point average and performing ten
HONOR GRADUATES
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor's degree students who have
earned a quality point average of at
least 3.90 on a 4.00 point scale in
college work will be recognized as
graduating Summa Cum Laude.
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor's degree students who have
earned a quality point average of 3.75
to 3.899 on a 4.00 point scale in
college work will be recognized as
graduating Magna Cum Laude.
hours of community service a week.
Service fellows receive full tuition, fees,
room and board and a book stipend.
Students graduating today from these
three special university programs are
wearing blue and white ribbons with
bronze medallions bearing the univer-
sity seal. These medals were presented
to them at an earlier ceremony.
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor's degree students who have
earned a quality point average of 3.50
to 3.749 on a 4.00 point scale in
college work will be recognized as
graduating Cum Laude.
ASSOCIATE DEGREE
Students who complete an Associate
Degree with the criteria above will be
recognized as graduating "with highest
honor," "with high honor" and "with
honor."
ACADEMIC APPAREL HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE
The history of academic dress and its
significance has its beginnings from the
earliest days of the old universities. As
early as the fourteenth centlllY some
colleges required scholars to wear long
gowns. Specifications of academic
apparel became greatly diversified in
Europe.
In May 1895, representatives from
colleges and universities in the United
States met at Columbia University to
adopt a national standardized inter-
collegiate academic apparel code.
The "Intercollegiate Bureau of Aca-
demic Costume" was formed in 1902
to serve as the information source in
matters pertaining to academic dress.
[n 1932 the American Council on
Education appointed a committee to
revise the apparel codes established in
1895. Review and revisions to the 1895
academic apparel codes occurred in
1932 and 1959.
GOWNS
The gown for the bachelor's degree has
pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The
master's degree gown has oblong
sleeves which open at the wrist and is
designed with fasteners so that it may
be worn open or closed. Both the
bachelor's and master's degree gowns
are black with no trimming.
HOODS
Hoods are worn for the master's
degree. The material of the hood is
black and is made of the same material
as the gown. The master's hood should
be three and one-half feet in length and
lined with the official color or colors of
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the college or university conferring the
degree. The edging is to be three inches
of velvet or velveteen with the color
being distinctive of the subject to
which the degree pertains. The colors









Black mortarboards of the same
material as the gown are to be worn
with the tassel of the color pertaining
to the degree fastened to the middle
point of the top of the cap.
PROCESSIONAL BANNERS
The banners carried in today's ceremony represent Xavier's three colleges. A banner
precedes the undergraduate and graduate students from each college.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Wisdom, revealed by Christ and discovered by human reason, was seen
in the Middle Ages as a lamp, and the university was created to be the
lampstand that would make it shine before all.
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
The ship of commerce recognizes that the earliest business communica-
tion and trade between nations was by merchant ships. The spirit of
these early entrepreneurs sparked the growth of modern day business.
THE COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
The orb is symbolic of the many cultures who benefit from the associate
through doctoral degree programs offered in professional and liberal
arts disciplines. The quill represents devotion to the advancement and
dissemination of knowledge locally, nationally and internationally.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Photographs of the graduates will be taken by a professional photographer during the
ceremony. If desired, additional individual and family portrait opportunities will be
provided during the reception at Yeatman's Cove. Guests are permitted to take pictures
from the floor area by the stage. Please use the stairs between sections 120 and 122. ln










































































































The names and honors ofthe graduates listed are for purposes ofthis program and do not represent a final certification ofgraduation.
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THE SEAL OF XAVIER UNIVERSITY ----,
The seal of Xavier University combines three principal ideas:
St. Francis Xavier, patron ofthe university; the Jesuit order ofwhich
he was a distinguished member; and the university. The five vertical
stripes suggest the coat of arms of the Xavier family. A right arm
wearing theJesuit robe holds aloft the crucifix, signifying St. Francis
Xavier preaching Christ crucified. The three sea shells signify the
three journeys of Xavier into the Orient. Above the shield is the
Jesuit seal, IHS, the first three letters of the name Jesus in Greek.
Below is the Jesuit motto, AMDG [Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam],
which translates "to the Greater Glory ofGod," and the words Vidit
Mirabilia Magna, a phrase from the psalms applied to St. Francis
Xavier which translates "he has seen great wonders."
Xavier University is an academic community committed to equal opportunity for all persons regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap or national origin.




Dear Alma Mater Xavier!
Undying troth we pledge to you
That we the living shall hold true
The faith of those of years now gone
Inviolate kept and thus passed on.
So may the trust within us dwell
And may this song our voices swell
Until resounds o'er hill and dell
Dear Alma Mater Xavier.
r------ RECEPTION -------,
Yeatman's Cove
The President, the Board of Trustees,
and the Faculty invite the graduating
students and their families and guests
to Yeatman's Cove for a reception
honoring the students.
;111011 Vi,'lory Pmkwuy
Cillcillllllii. Ohio 4;;207
